[Measurements of respiratory motion using fast magnetic resonance imaging and inductively-coupled marker coils].
The respiratory motion of the thoracic wall provides indirect information about the breathing displacement of the inner organs. To analyze the correlation between thoracic wall and lung motion for applications in radiation therapy, the breathing displacement of the lung is visualized with a fast gradient echo pulse sequence (trueFISP) at a rate of 2-3 images/sec. For quantification of the motion, a small inductively-coupled marker coil is attached to the chest wall and detected with a fast projection technique. Since the marker coil generates a flip angle amplification (factor 15) in its interior, very small nominal flip angles of 2 degrees can be used during the projection measurements which do not affect the image quality of the trueFISP images. Volunteer studies with the marker coil showed a good agreement with simultaneously acquired breathing belt data and position information extracted from the MR images. Whereas the breathing belt provided reliable data only within a certain dynamic range, the marker coil could detect also extreme breathing excursions with a precision better than 2 millimeters.